Ready to invest in selected Small Hydro projects in Africa and Latin America and/or to supply hydro plant equipment?

The EU Horizon 2020 HYPOSO Project Consortium presents **15 Small Hydropower (SHP) Project opportunities** (3 per country) in Uganda and Cameroon (Africa) as well as in Bolivia, Colombia and Ecuador (Latin America) at **two unique Matchmaking Events exclusively to European Stakeholders**. The selected SHP projects, each with a generation capacity of up to 15 MW (incl. few sites of higher capacity due to capacity revaluation), have been identified and prepared as follows:

- site-selection based on GIS data, available local studies/data and site visits by the HYPOSO experts.
- technical as well as commercial pre-feasibility
- financial bankability and readiness assessment

HYPOSO used a unique standardised least cost process for project selection and preparation, which has been proved in this EU-project:

- The technology is already specified and preselected in order to optimise both the economic value and the environmental acceptance. To specify the technology does not mean any preselection of a company.
- The financial documentation consists of material that can be used at any financial institution. It includes, for example, a world-class excel-based business plan of each project, which works for equity, subordinated and senior debt providers as well as for grant providers as well as result-based solutions.
- Relevant project details will be provided at the HYPOSO Platform, which is embedded in the HYPOSO Website.

Meet the project partners/site owners* from Africa and Latin America at the following **Matchmaking Events** and gain first-hand information to evaluate the project attractiveness and elaborate a direct link to reach a deal:

- **Matchmaking Event for the Latin America SHP Sites**: Medellín (Colombia), 01 March 2023
- **Matchmaking Event for the African Sites**: RENEXPO, Salzburg (Austria), 30 March 2023

At both events HYPOSO will provide a **Financial Helpdesk** to assist participants in case of questions regarding bankability and business readiness assessments of the presented projects.

**Interested and want to participate? Please follow the easy process:**

1.) Register your company at the HYPOSO Platform - just download the **Registration Form** (and send the completed registration to HYPOSO@eref-europe.org and platform@hyposo.eu

2.) Once you have access to the HYPOSO Platform you can obtain project related data to support your individual project selection. The details of the matchmaking events can also be obtained and you can register accordingly.

**Questions?** Please contact us in case of further questions: info@hyposo.eu
*Virtual presence of project partner/owners possible.

HYPOSO (Hydropower solutions for developing and emerging countries) is an EU funded H2020 project to support the European Small Hydropower industry and stimulate the energy transition in developing and emerging countries in Africa (Cameroon and Uganda) as well Latin America (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador). [https://www.hyposo.eu/en/home/](https://www.hyposo.eu/en/home/)
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